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Modern Foundations of Systema Engineering-\Yilliam A. Porter.
(Sew York: hlacmillan. 1966. 493 pp.) Rainurd by Brian D.
Anderson.
Dr. /Inderson did grodrrole work a1 lhe L'niz,ersily of Sydney, Atcrlralio, and Stanford Urzii,ersity, Calif., u,lcrc lte rrcceized the Ph.D.
degree i n elcclri<nl etrgiaeering in 1964. lie has held leachbtg porilionr
a1 Slanford L'rrit'crsily a,td 1Re L'~ricerri1y
. of. Sydney,
. . ond until recenllv
he was a Stnf Co,~rnl/onlwitlr l'idar Corporalkn. .Ilotm&in Vinu.
Calif. He is ~ r e ~ e ~Cimirt~atr
lly
of the Deparlrurril of Eleclrkol EneC
neering a1 rite ~[itriuerrityof ~Vnccarlle.
Soullr ilhler, ~ u r l r a & .
H* research inlcrrrtr ore in conlrol and nrluork llreory.
This is clearly a scholarly book. \\'bile it is perhaps true that the
long bibliographies in some textbooks today reflect the diligence of
no nbstrnctiog servirc, of gnidunte sturlenis, or of a secretary,
I'ortcr's bibliog.raphy reflects a pninstnking approach throughout the
b,wk, with attention to both pedagogy and the presentation of the
1110st recent results.
The central theme in thc book is the application of functional
analysis to linear systems problems, culminating in a consideration
of minimum-norm type
. . problems in Banach space. In the early
. oart,
.
Ihe author seeks to develop the nece.-..ary purclg in:~thematicaltwls.
lluch of the rnathe~~~.crici
itrcli is old h ~ tot n~;tthematicians,but
Porter's prcicntntion is diNerent and no doubt refreshing to many.
The author h a dissected from what "light be considered the core of
functional analysis and topolgy, only.that material which will use.
fully serve his end purpose. At the same time, the mathematical flow
of idehs is punctuated by idcas more properly termed system
theoretic. as, for example, the controllability concept discuss+ in
Chapter3. The result is a novel bwk. Yet one cannot help wandering
if, on the one hand, the exclusion of mathematical topics haz. been
\vise (IIousdorN spaces are not indexed, while compactness, total
boundedness, separability, and Banach spaces spring from every
pnge), and if, on the other hand, the inclusion of engineering topics
has been too sparse, escept in the final chapter. Students using the
book ~ v i l lnot obtain the full mathematical picture, though they \\.ill
surely obtain a good one, and some will undoubtedly be left wondering (at le:rst prior to the final chapter) how the sophisticated tools
they are Icarning can be npplied in systems theory.
But what should one think of the linal chapter which is entitled
'Gcometric h l e t h d s in Prabletnsof Opti~ualControl-? Theomission
of discussion or application of the Xlnximun~Principle may annoy
those who are conditioned to accept the appearance of the Principle
in the first lines of the solution of any optimal control problem. Yet

the omission of the Principle turns out to be the very measure
which the author proposes for the success of the methods. T o those
who have mastered the preliminary mathematical detail, the applications of this chapter &e truly elegant.
Problems considered in the optimal control chapter deal with
linear systems but not necessarily finite dimensional ones, with performance indices involvina" norms (in Banach space) or linear t r a n i
formations of the control. True. the emphasis is on linearity, but it is
not on finite dimensionality, or time invariance. At the same time.
as theauthor show-s, the performances indices that may be considered
include most of those for which analytic solutions have been available and, presumably, same new ones. I t would, of course, be unfair
to compare functional analysis m e t h d s with the more classical
methods within the framework of the problems to which classical
methods have been applied. Rather a broader picture must be loakcd
a t in order toobserve that the functional analysis m e t h d s apparently
illuminate areas unassailable with the classical methods. Certainly
Porter's book performs such an illumination.
The technical difficulties involved in solving the problems will
come as a surprise to many readers. These stem particularly from the
necessity to work in Banach space as distinct from Hilbert space for
ail but a few problems, e.g., minimum energy. The natural orthogonality and projection properties of the Hilbert space are sacrificed.
Thus, if BI and BI are two Bnnnch spaces and T is a bounded linear
transformation T = B , - B s , and if for each 6 in the range of Tone
seeks to lind the rr of minimum norm such that Tzc=b then thecompamtively simple proceduresol the Hilbertspacesituation (relying on
projection properties) must be replaced by far more complex procedures, which are preceded by fundamental questions involving the
existence and uniqueness of a solution.
Whether or not the results will have much practical significance
remains to be seen, but it would certainly seem that very severe
requirements tvill be placed on computers used for ,any numerical
solutions. In essence this is because finite dimensional state space.
finite parameter systems are supplanted by infinite dimensional state
- space, infinite paranxeter systems. Those practical situations to which
Porter's theory can a t present be satisfactorily applied a p p w also
to be those situations to which other existing.methods of optimal
control can be applied. I t s o u l d be fair to claim that the theoretical
than their (present) practical
significance
of the results is far =water
significance. I t would seem that both the ~ r o b l e mformulations and
the results may stimulate other workers to investigate unexplored
paths. \Vhere these paths may lead is a subject for interesting speculation, but one might hope that practically significant results will

appear. T o the extent that the optimal control of distributed systems
is in the prenatal stage, a t least in conlpariron with the optimal control 01finite di~nenrionalsystems, it xvould also seem highly appropriate to prosecute such invcstigations.
\Ye would disagree with some of the author's own prefatory comments about his work. I t seems hard to envisage satisfactory use of
the book in a first-year course, other than with students having a
very strong mathenlatical background. Despite the careful presentation, thc srtccession of theoren~r,lcrnmaq, definitions, and cx;umples,
thc ~ e r ~ c r nni;~tl~emnticnl
l
levcl is ondnu1,tedly ruphisticntcd. Even
with the disrl;tixncr thnt thiory and applic:gtiuns are prccent to some
degrcc in all cllapters, the cl~lirnsthat "Chapter 1 is intcndcd to
ehtablish a i~nifortnlcvcl of mnthcmatical proficiency: ch:lpter 4 is
devotcd to solving a specific class of problems in Ol,tirnnl control."
may mislead some: lor the whale book is replete with mathematical
developments or ideas, and chapter 4 contains some of the most
advanced, e.g.. rotundity and separating hyperplanes.
I t is interesting to speculate whether or not the publishers may
have chosen the title of the boot'. Some might even call the title
ntisinformative; it is certainly uninformative. If such a title is appropriate for Porter's book, it is probably appropriate for half the books
currently appearing that deal with any aspect 01 control.

the existence of thwe quadratic forms as Liapunov functions, i.e.,
functions s3tisfying conditions of a theorem of Liapunov's direct
method, is used to demonstrate that the equilibrium of certain differential systems of the form
3=A f ( x I,

j(0, I)

=0

(3)

is asyn>ptoticallystable or unstable whenever the equilibrium of (1).
the secalled cqaatioa of the first approximation of (3), has the
correcponding property.
In chapter 4 the author returns to his main theme: stabitity in
. .

stable if and only if nl1,zeror of the chnracteristic polynomial of (I)
have negative real parts, i.e..
/(I) = ao det (sI - A ) =

"
air',

ao #

0

(4)

L O

where I is a unit matrix. A polynomial with this property is called
a Hunvitz polynomial, or simply Munr.itrian, and the first four sections in Chapter 4 are devote4 to criteria for a polynomial to be
Hu&vitzinn. Such criteria are generally cdled stability criteria. The
author discusses in some detail lour stability criteria usually asso.
ciatcd v i t h the names of Hermite, Bilharz. Hunvitz, and Routh.
\Vhereas Hermite and Bilharz criteria are for complex polynomials
e real ~olsnomials),
thace of H ~ n v i t z
(and thus as a particular c ~ 5 for
. .
Stability Theorems for Linear Motions with an Introduction to and Routh consider only real polynomials and are therefore less
IIou.ever, the latter are more useful in practice and, thus,
Liapunov's Direct Method-Siegfried H. Lchnigk. (Engle\\.wd Cliffs. ceneral.
.
more widely known. Each criterion gives necessary and sufficientconN. J.: Prenticc-Hall, 1966, 251 pp.) Rmieded by , h n r P. Bltofio.
of decree n to be Hun\-itrian in terms of n
. .
Dr. Blmlia rcccizcd flte dcgrer of Dr.rer.uaf. jroaz IILCTechnisclia ditions lor a polsnominl
real functions of its cocmcients which are required to be positive.
IlnclrsJ~rlc,D r c s d e n : G r r ~ ~ m ~ r yCr, 1961. Presrnfly ltc i s ~lrrociafe
The dilfcrenccs lie mainly in the facility of calcul;~tionof these funcProfcrsor of .dIotlrenmficr nl II'esfer,~ Rererce tiair,ersify, Cl~clnnd,
tions. The fifth bection deals with the Euclid chain of trva palynomiOhin, and Editor of >lathematical Systems Theory. His rescorch is in
als and a theorem of Sturnl a n the number of zeros of a polynomial
tlrc theory awd appluofwn of Liopanw's direr1 srelkod. and the f k o r y
in a given interval. Given two polynomials rib) and r:(s) of degrees
of djwatnical sysie,~a.
and r r ~ , reapcctively, ntbnz>O, there exist unique polynomials
q,(s)
and ra(s) such thnt 7t3q1)12-1a1 Ifere the degree na of the
The book is prit!cipally dcvotcd to the stnbility theory of linear
remainder rr satisfies Osnr <m. The repetition of this process leads
differential systems
where any three conto a sequence of polynomi:ils r l , r?, rr
secutive ones arc connected by an identity n=q;ri+,-r;+l, i = l ,
, with unique g;, and their degrees n,, nq, nr,
satisfy
nod its applications. Here x is a n m-dirneosionnl column vector, il an 2, 3.
t r l 2 m > n r > n 4 . . 2 0 . The last relation indicates that there is an
r r X * const:unt n>;ttrix (with real or conlplcr entries), and (.) dcnotcr
differenti;~tionwith rcrpcct to the inclependcnt unri:~blc1. \\'e will integer k b 2 such thnt rt(s)$O. whereas r,(s)aO lor p>k. The se~
r2(s),
, ra($) thus obtained is called thc Euclid
brielly dcicril~cthc contents beforc ollcring our coxnrnents. l'he first ~ I I C I I C,,(I),
three chapters nre devoted to the introduction of Liaponov's notion chain of r,(s) and rds), and the process of abt;iininc.this chain ;IS
of stability, asymptotic stabilily, and in+tnbility, and to the basic the Euclid algorithm. The author dcacribes various propertics of this
theorems 01 Linponov's direct method. The.se chapters comprise 71 chain and eitnblishes relations between the zeros of r l and 7 %in tcrrnj
p:rges a1 the book. The remaining three chapters, comprising 176 01 properties of the chain. The sixth section d e r r ~ b e smethods of
pages, are devoted to algebraic and geometric criteria lor the stability counting reros of a polynomial having negative, positive, or zero real
parts. This information is sometimes essential in applications to conof linear motions and to structorally Hunvitzian polynan~ials.
In Chapter I Liapunov's notion 01 stability, asymptotic stability, trol theory.
Chapter 5 dells with geometric interpretations of algebraic criand instability of the equilibrium of
teria established in Chapter 4 which lend to the geometric methods
x
f(x, I),
ji0, f) = 0
(2) 01 Leanhnrd, Nyquist, and the root-locus method, and with their
applications in control engineering. More particularly, in the first
is introd~~ccil,
and examples are ~ i \ . e nto illustrate thc ronrepts.
Ch;tptcr 2 de;tls wit11 the explicit lorm 01 the rolutiuns of the section the Crctner-Leonh;ird sep;tmtioo critcrian, i.e.. the polylinear sy%tv!n (I) and estnblixhcs necessary and sullicient conditions nomial (4) is IIur,vitziai~ if and only if the zeros of the polynomials
for stability, nsyrnptotic stability, and instability of the equilibriilnl of (1).
In Cli:lplcr 3 tile thrce bnsic theorems of I.iaponov's direct method
are gkcn, \vhich provide sufficient conditions for stability, nsymp are interlacing, is estabiishcd via the Routh criterion and properties
totic srability, and instability of the eqrrilibriun~of (2) in tcrtns of 01 the Euclid chain. The Leonhard locus 01 a polynomial /(s) is
of certain scalar functions. I:or the case of linear systems discussed in which one con5iders the lacus 01 /(lo) in the complex
the cni~lc~icc
(I), it is +I~oivnthnt in the noncritical case, i.e.. when either all plane lor all non-negative values of o. This leads to the Leonhard
chnractcri-tic roots of ,I ha\.e negative real parts or there is a root criterion for a real polynomial to be Hunvitzian in terms of the
wit11 n positive real part, there exist quadratic forins sati5lying the properties of the Leanhard lacus. The second section gives the Nytheorems of a~ylnptoticstability and instability. Sotice that in the quist stability criterion and its application to control engineering.
noncritical c:kre the presence of stability alone is ruled out. Lastly, Kalman's concepts of controllability and observability and Popov's
~
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